
00201695 "MagPower5" Wireless Power Pack, 5000 mAh, Inductive Charging for MagSafe

Power Pack

Highlightstext:

- Wireless, fast and mobile charging: wireless charging power bank with precise, magnetic alignment - simply place and wirelessly charge
all compatible smartphones, no matter whether you're at home, in the office or out and about
- Wireless power bank provides an energy boost on the go: take photos, write messages or watch videos, just keep using your iPhone
while you charge it wirelessly
- The integrated magnetic ring means that the Apple iPhone 15, iPhone 15 Plus, iPhone 15 Pro, iPhone 15 Pro Max, iPhone 14, iPhone 14
Plus, iPhone 14 Pro, iPhone 14 Pro Max, iPhone 13, iPhone 13 mini, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 12, iPhone 12 mini,
iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max can be easily docked to the power bank and perfectly positioned for efficient charging without any
tedious manual alignment
- Inductive charging technology for the wireless charging of compatible smartphones
- Certified cells for maximum quality and safe charging: overcharge, overvoltage, overheating and short circuit protection
- Optimized charging process saves the battery thus extending its service life
- Powerful power bank in mini format: at a slim 9.4 x 6.2 cm, your mobile phone can even be charged in your trouser pocket
- The induction charger works with all Apple MagSafe-compatible and Hama MagLine products
- Thanks to charge through, you can charge your mobile phone with the power pack while the power bank itself is charging at the same
time
- One charge of the battery pack is enough to fully charge the Apple iPhone 14, for example
- Via the USB-C connection, the power pack is fully charged in approx. 4.40 hours
- The tedious search for a charging cable and the tangle of cables are no more thanks to the wireless power pack
- Charging begins automatically after the smartphone is docked / placed on the power station
- To end the charging process, simply detach the smartphone from the external battery

Note for Consumers:
The magnetic ring is optimised for the latest Apple iPhone models. The charging function can be used with any smartphone that supports
inductive charging.
Please check the product information of operating manual of your smartphone or contact the manufacturer to see whether your
smartphone supports wireless charging technology.

- Colour: Black
- Shade of colour: Black
- Capacity: 5000 mAh
- Charge Technology: Wireless Charge
- Recommended Use: Mobile Phone

Technical characteristics:

- 1 "MagPower5" wireless power pack
- 1 USB-C charging cable
- 1 operating manual

Delivery:

 4    047443    498021
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